Interventions: New Studies in Medieval Culture publishes theoretically informed work in medieval literary and cultural studies. We are interested both in studies of medieval culture and in work on the continuing importance of medieval tropes and topics in contemporary intellectual life.

Challenging Communion: The Eucharist and Middle English Literature
Jennifer Garrison

Chaucer on Screen: Absence, Presence, and Adapting the Canterbury Tales
Edited by Kathleen Coyne Kelly and Tison Pugh

Chaucer, Gower, and the Affect of Invention
Steele Nowlin

Fragments for a History of a Vanishing Humanism
Edited by Myra Seaman and Eileen A. Joy

The Medieval Risk-Reward Society: Courts, Adventure, and Love in the European Middle Ages
Will Hasty

The Politics of Ecology: Land, Life, and Law in Medieval Britain
Edited by Randy P. Schiff and Joseph Taylor

The Art of Vision: Ekphrasis in Medieval Literature and Culture
Edited by Andrew James Johnston, Ethan Knapp, and Margitta Rouse

Desire in the Canterbury Tales
Elizabeth Scala

Imagining the Parish in Late Medieval England
Ellen K. Rentz

Truth and Tales: Cultural Mobility and Medieval Media
Edited by Fiona Somerset and Nicholas Watson

Eschatological Subjects: Divine and Literary Judgment in Fourteenth-Century French Poetry
J. M. Moreau

Chaucer’s (Anti-)Eroticisms and the Queer Middle Ages
Tison Pugh

Trading Tongues: Merchants, Multilingualism, and Medieval Literature
Jonathan Hsy
Translating Troy: Provincial Politics in Alliterative Romance
Alex Mueller

Fictions of Evidence: Witnessing, Literature, and Community in the Late Middle Ages
Jamie K. Taylor

Answerable Style: The Idea of the Literary in Medieval England
Edited by Frank Grady and Andrew Galloway

Scribal Authorship and the Writing of History in Medieval England
Matthew Fisher

Fashioning Change: The Trope of Clothing in High- and Late-Medieval England
Andrea Denny-Brown

Form and Reform: Reading across the Fifteenth Century
Edited by Shannon Gayk and Kathleen Tonry

How to Make a Human: Animals and Violence in the Middle Ages
Karl Steel

Revivalist Fantasy: Alliterative Verse and Nationalist Literary History
Randy P. Schiff

Inventing Womanhood: Gender and Language in Later Middle English Writing
Tara Williams

Body Against Soul: Gender and Sowlehele in Middle English Allegory
Masha Raskolnikov